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IMPORTANT! 
Please read these instructions prior to installation

WL1

WL2



Installation Instructions

 Important! Before installing, ensure there is sufficient timber framing in the wall to securely 
fasten your basin to.

Reccomended SpaceMate Waste Trap

For ease of install we reccomend installing 
this basin with this SpaceMate Trap.

SpaceMate Basin/Vanity Trap 32mm 

Code: LT32.40



Installation Instructions  Lavamani 45 Round 
Wall Basin (Code - WL1)

WL1 Reccomeneded waste outet and water inlet positions when installed 
with a SpaceMate Trap
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150mm from the top of the 
basin to where the fixing 
bracket is fastened.

Water inlets

Waste outlet

IMPORTANT: Please note this is the back view 



1. Once the water inlets and waste 
outlet have been positioned and the 
wall has been lined, fasten the fixing 
bracket in place ensuring it is level.

2. Install basin mixer on the basin, 
checking there is eough length on the 
flexi hoses.

Install the trap onto the waste pipe in 
the wall, and fit the bottom half of the 
top fix waste to the trap. 

Measure and adjust the trap to 
match the basin waste hole setout.

Attach the basin mixer hoses, then 
lift the basin assembly over the waste 
setup, tilting to avoid the installed 
basin bracket, then slide basin down 
onto the wall bracket ensuring the 
waste aligns with the waste hole.

To avoid damages we reccomend 
two installers for this step.

3. Once the basin is sitting on the 
backet ensure it is sitting level.



4. Fasten the top fix bolt on the waste and apply a bead of silicone around the back 
edge of the basin.

Installation Instructions Lavamani 45 Rectangular Wall Basin )
(Code - WL2)



We reccomend the SpaceMate waste trap however it is 
not required for this basin as there is more space and an 
open void.

IMPORTANT: Please note this is the back view 

OPEN VOID
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144mm from the top 
of the basin to where 
the fixing bracket is 
fastened.

1. Once the water inlets and waste 
outlet have been positioned and the 
wall has been lined, fasten the fixing 
bracket in place.

2. Place the basin back against the 
wall and slide it down onto the fixing 
piece ensuring the waste trap aligns 
with the waste hole.



3. Once the basin is sitting on the 
backet ensure it is sitting level.

4. Finally fit the basin off with the chosen tapware and 
waste, then apply a bead of silicone around the back 
edge of the basin.


